A review of Fabrys disease- pathophysiology, clinical presentation and treatments
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Abstract

Fabrys disease is a lysosomal storage disorder, caused due to mutation in the GLA gene in X-chromosome encoding for alpha galactosidase A enzyme. It’s a pan ethnic disorder with multisystem involvement. The reported prevalence of Fabrys is less but new-born screening shows higher values, indicating it is largely underestimated.

It is inherited as X-linked dominant form. The hemizygous males manifests greater severity of symptoms and heterozygous females presents asymptomatic to severe symptoms. Pathophysiological changes occur due to insufficient breakdown of globotriosylceramide in lysosomes. Hence its accumulation causes dysfunction of cells, tissues and organ systems.

The classic type 1 of Fabrys disease shows symptoms in childhood and late-onset type 2 shows later in life at around 30-40 years of age. The early symptoms are neuropathic pain, diarrhea, corneal verticellata, hypohydrosis, intolerance to heat and exercise followed by renal, cardiac and cerebrovascular involvement. The life expectancy and quality of life in Fabrys disease is considerably lesser than of that of general population.

Rigorous new-born screening, detection in family members, early diagnosis and enzyme replacement and supportive management is important for slowing the progression of disease and decreases the morbidity and mortality, thus improving the overall well-being. There a is a need for awareness and education of physicians and patients about the disease with more research encouraged to develop newer and more efficient therapies for its management.
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1. Introduction

Fabrys disease is a genetic lysosomal storage disorder. It is inherited in X linked dominant pattern. The mutation is present in GLA gene on X chromosome resulting in alpha galactosidase A enzyme deficiency or its complete absence. It shows increased severity in males as they have only one X chromosome and that too has defective GLA gene. Females may show variable severity since they have two X chromosomes hence ranging from asymptomatic to severe. For every patient diagnosed five family members may have this disease. If males are affected all daughters are affected. If female is affected there is 50% chance of transmitting the disease in both boy and girl child.

The basic abnormality is a genetic mutation causing either deficiency or absence of enzyme alpha galactosidase A. This enzyme is responsible for breakdown of globotriosyl ceramide (GL3 or Gb3) to lactosyl ceramide and galactose in lysosomes in the interior of a cell.
globotriosyl ceramide(→α galactosidase A ) lactosyl ceramide+galactose

As a result, the substrate Globotriosyl ceramide (Gb3 or GL3) accumulates in lysosomes and produce cellular dysfunction. Impaired cellular functions are reflected in different organs leading to multisystem abnormality.

Fabry disease is a pan ethnic disorder. Its prevalence has been estimated to be 1:40,000 to 1:117,000 [1]. Classic Fabry disease mutations are seen in approximately 1:22,000 to 1:40,000 males and atypical presentations are associated with about 1:1000 to 1:3000 males and 1:6000 to 1:40,000 females. Saudi Aramco medical services organization collected 25 years data of Saudi infants born from 1983 -2008 which showed an incidence rate of Fabr's disease of 5 in 100000 live births [2]. The prevalence of Fabry disease in hemodialysis patients in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was 4.8 per 1000 patients [3]. The new born screening in Spain shows GLA mutations in 0.1% males which included 0.013% with classical type of Fabry's disease [4]. Spada et al study on Italian newborns shows 1 in ~3,100, with an 11:1 ratio of patients with the later-onset: classic phenotypes [5]. The Japanese study showed a frequency of 0.013% of GLA variant mutation including 0.008% pathogenic variants [6].

2. Inheritance

Fabrys disease is a genetic lysosomal storage disorder. It is inherited in X linked dominant pattern. The mutation is present in GLA gene on X chromosome resulting in alpha galactosidase A enzyme deficiency or its complete absence. It shows increased severity in males as they have only one X chromosome with defective GLA gene. Hemizygous males have increased severity of symptoms at an earlier age. Females may be heterozygous and show variable severity from asymptomatic to severe [7].

For every patient diagnosed, five of his or her family members may have this disease. If males are affected all daughters are affected. If female is affected there is 50% chance of transmitting the disease to both boy and girl child.

Fabrys disease presented in two forms depending on the absence or deficiency of alpha galactosidase hence differing in severity and clinical presentation as shown below-

Type 1-The classic Fabrys disease: there is no GAL enzyme activity. Symptoms are evident in childhood. Early symptoms include pain associated with acroparesthesias, hypohidrosis, angiokeratomas, corneal verticillate and gastrointestinal problems

Type 2-Late onset Fabrys disease: This type is more common than the classical form and has enzyme activity more than 1%. Onset of symptoms start around 30-50 years of age. They have been further divided into three types according to organ system involved and its presentation.

Cardiac variant: Show cardiovascular symptoms like left ventricular hypertrophy, rhythm abnormalities or cardiomyopathy. Symptoms start by 60-80 years [8]

Renal variant: Show renal symptoms which include symptoms of kidney insufficiency like decreased GFR proteinuria, chronic renal disease and end stage renal disease. Patients usually present earlier than cardiac variant.

Cerebrovascular variant: Presenting with strokes and transient ischemic attacks.

3. Pathophysiology

Deficiency of alpha galactosidase leads to accumulation of Gb3 that is globotriosylceramide in lysosomes of cells. Inclusion bodies appearing as myelin figures or zebra bodies can be seen by microscopy [9]. Increased intracellular Gb3has been found in endothelial cells, cardiac, renal, skin and nervous system producing inflammation and fibrosis [10, 11]. The increased release of inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandins and cytokines triggered by Gb3 accumulation can produce detrimental changes in cellular functions [10] and even increase reactive oxygen species. The major pathophysiological cause of functional decline in various organs is vasculopathy and neuropathy. Accumulation of Gb3 in endothelial cells produces sclerosis and smooth muscle hypertrophy [13]. This decreased vascular compliance coupled with increased inflammatory markers is the major cause of pathologic changes with Fabrys disease. The vasculopathy lead to damage to somatic and autonomic nerves, intestine, heart kidneys, brain and even endocrine glands. Measurement of Gb3 levels was positively correlated with clinical severity.
4. Clinical presentation

Maximum number of patients present with neuropathic pain followed by gastrointestinal symptoms and skin manifestation with symptoms starting in childhood [14]. Cardiac renal and cerebrovascular abnormalities are frequently seen in later stages of life. The resultant decline in function produces greatly lowered quality of life along symptoms of pain, anhydrosis with inability to tolerate heat and exercise and gastrointestinal abnormalities like diarrhea. The incidence of symptoms of depression hypochondriasis and hysteria in these people is higher than general population [15] taking its toll on the emotional and mental health effecting the general wellbeing and social life.

4.1. Neuropathic pain and Acroparaesthesia

Pain is mainly observed as burning, numbness, throbbing, electric shock like, stabbing or pins and needles sensation. It is initially observed as numbness and burning in hands and feet. This is the main presenting complaints in hemizygous males and occurs at younger age. Severe abdominal pain can also be observed. Pain can be triggered by hot, cold, fever, alcohol, stress or even exercise [16] and can lead to pain crisis. Microangiopathic changes in vaso nervosum have been implicated for neuropathic pain [17]. Neuropathic pain and decreased sweating reduce the quality of life tremendously.

4.2. Ophthalmic manifestation

Whorled or spoked corneal verticellata are one of the early manifestations of Fabrys disease. This is observed by using a slit lamp. Lens may show presence of opacities and tortuous vessels in conjunctiva and retina. About 90% of affected individuals show corneal verticillate, 60% have conjunctival vascular changes, 55% has tortuous vessels and 50% show cataracts [18]. The Gb3 deposition may damage the endothelial cells and weaken the vessels to blood pressure changes producing tortuosity [19]. Vision is usually not affected but if visual loss occurs, it may be due to retinal artery occlusion.

4.3. Gastrointestinal symptoms

More than 50%-70% of Fabrys patients have gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms [20, 21]. The GI symptoms are seen in both males and females. They are one of the early manifestations of disease and frequently misdiagnosed. The symptoms are of diarrhoea with urgency which many times might cause incontinence. These changes can be attributed to neuropathic changes leading to dysmotility of intestine.

4.4. Skin

Angiokeratomas: Small red to black elevations are seen over the skin which do not blanch on pressure. These are dilated blood vessels and are called as angiokeratomas. They are mostly distributed in lower abdomen, around umbilicus and thighs. Sometimes it might be noticed on lips also. Accumulation of Gb3 in cutaneous endothelial cells makes the blood vessels dilated and incompetent. Angiokeratoma start from age 5 in children and are found in 83% of adult males and 80% in adult females [22]. Other skin manifestation include reynauds phenomenon, sparse facial hair and lower limb lymphoedema [23, 24].

4.5. Decreased sweating (Hypohydrosis)

Hypohydrosis is also an earlier sign of the disease. It manifested in childhood itself in hemizygous Fabrys disease. It is 3.7 times more common in male than females [25]. It can be due to decreased sweat gland innervation [26]. Hypohydrosis and anhydrosis may cause problems like fever, exercise and heat intolerance [27]. This can be associated with decreased secretion of salivary glands and lacrimal glands.

Hyperhydrosis: Rarely, in few patients of Fabrys, hyperhydrosis is also observed which may be attributed to peripheral neuropathy.

4.6. Lymphoedema

It occurs due to accumulation of glycolipids in lymphatic vessels and microangiopathy [28]

4.7. Renal abnormality

Decreased GFR, proteinuria, increased serum creatine with progression to end stage renal failure is observed in Fabrys disease. The involvement of kidney in Fabrys starts early in life with progression to ESRD by the age of 55 years [29] requiring dialysis and renal transplant. Accumulation of Gb3 in cells of epithelium interstitial endothelial and glomerular cells of kidneys can be seen in microscopy as large whorled bubble like inclusion bodies [30] causing
interstitial fibrosis and glomerular sclerosis with decline in renal function [31]. The accumulation of Gb3 in kidneys cells leads to structural changes and increases permeability causing loss of proteins in urine.

### 4.8. Cardiovascular presentation in Fabrys disease

Around 75% of deaths are associated to cardiovascular complication, involving sudden cardiac arrest and some due to rhythm abnormalities such as atrial and ventricular fibrillation [32], left ventricular hypertrophy, rhythm changes arterial intimal thickness and angina are some of the presentation of Fabrys cardiac involvement.

### 4.9. Cerebrovascular involvement

Fabrys disease shows vasculopathy with impairment of blood flow, blood vessel wall and blood components [33]. Neurological manifestations include hemiparesis, vertigo or dizziness, diplopia, dysarthria, nystagmus, nausea and vomiting, headaches, hemiparesis and dysmetria, cerebellar gait ataxia and cerebral haemorrhage [34]. Approximately 24-48% of Fabrys patients suffer from stroke with symptoms according to the area involved [35]. Many times MRI Brain shows several white matter lesions too giving a misdiagnosis of multiple sclerosis. The mean age at first stroke for males was less than 30 years and females was less than 45 years [36].

### 4.10. Hearing loss and tinnitus

Germain et al described hearing loss in 54.5% of male patients with Fabrys disease ranging from progressive hearing loss to sudden deafness. 27% complained of tinnitus [37].

### 4.11. Endocrine glands

Fabrys disease individuals show hypofunctioning of many endocrine glands such as subclinical hypothyroidism with elevation of serum TSH, adrenal involvement with decreased serum cortisol with increase in its regulatory hormone ACTH and gonadal dysfunction with menses abnormalities and miscarriages in women and asthenozoospermia, oligozoospermia in in men [38].

Bone mineral densities: decreased bone mineral densities are observed in 50% of patients with Fabrys disease with increased osteocalcin blood levels. [39]

### 5. Diagnosis

Early diagnosis is highly recommended for better management of disease and slows down its progression. Early diagnosis plays an important role in decreasing morbidity and mortality.

#### 5.1. Enzyme essay

Tests for alpha galactosidase in blood sample. The blood sample is either collected in fluid form or dried blood spot. Deficient alpha Galactosidase A enzyme activity in plasma, isolated white blood cells or cultured cells is diagnostic for Fabrys Disease in males. Females who are heterozygous may show the presence of enzyme activity and therefore this test is not reliable for diagnosis.

Estimation of Gb3 levels in blood: Increased Gb3 in blood is diagnostic for Fabrys disease and also helps in checking the severity. Globotriaosylsphingosine (lyso-Gb3) levels act as a marker for severity of disease. The increase in lyso-Gb3 is greater in hemizygous males than heterozygous females and may explain the decrease in severity in females. But Schiffman et al found that the levels of lyso-Gb3 was useful in understanding the progression of renal and cardiac disease [40].

#### 5.2. Genetic testing

Testing for gene mutations in GLA gene is diagnostic for Fabrys disease. Genetic testing is especially important in females as enzyme activity may be normal and presence of Fabrys can be detected by genetic testing only. They are about 370 mutations discovered so far related with this disease. Mutations include deletion, frameshift, nonsense, missense and splice variants. It is beneficial to know the type of mutation so as to be able to look for similar mutation in family members. Confirmation of hemizygous GLA pathogenic variant by molecular genetic testing confirms the diagnosis in a male proband and heterozygous GLA pathogenic variant in females.
Kidney or heart biopsy: A biopsy of renal or cardiac tissue shows presence of Gb3 inclusion bodies in cellular lysosomes. Skin sample can also be used for detecting Gb3.

6. Treatment

6.1. Treatment:

i. Enzyme replacement therapy: Agalsidase alpha (Replagal®) and agalsidase beta (Fabrazyme®) are two enzyme preparations available in market for treatment of Fabrys disease. Agalsidase alpha as 0.2mg/kg or Agalsidase beta in a dose of 1 mg/kg body weight by infusion every two weeks is given. Initiating enzyme therapy early in disease stage can help decrease Gb3 accumulation in cells and reduce progression of organ damage, vasculopathy and inflammation. Study by Ortiz et al revealed that enzyme therapy slows the reduction in estimated GFR per year than untreated patients [41]. It can significantly produce clearance of Gb3 in cells [42] and also prove to be helpful in reducing the progression of left ventricular hypertrophy [43] with better outcomes if started at an early age and before the onset of renal and cardiac symptoms.

ii. Chaperon therapy: Chaperones are proteins which help in protein folding, thereby stabilizing them helps them to take correct form. Chaperones have been able to correct most of the mutations associated with Fabrys disease and therefore can correct enzyme's functional impairment. It can decrease the average number of Gb3 inclusion bodies in lysosomes. Galafold (migalastat) is the chaperone used in clinical practice. It is found to increase alpha galactosidase A activity with decreased in lyso-Gb3 levels and have been helpful in reducing left ventricular mass [44].

6.2. Supportive treatment

i. Neuropathic pain: Patient education to avoid triggers for pain should be done. NSAIDs are not used as they do not have much benefit and are also not good for renal function. Antiepileptics and antidepressant drugs are used against the neuropathic pain, for example: carbamezapine, gabapentin levetiracetam, phenytoin. Carbamazepine was found to show the most relief compared to other drugs [44]. But their adverse effects such as decreased focusing and fatigue are observed.

ii. Diarrhea: Advice the patients to eat a healthy diet in small frequent meals spread throughout the day. Enzyme replacement therapy is found to reduce GI symptoms [45]. Carbamazepine and gabapentin are helpful for abdominal pain. Nausea if present can be reduced using metoclopramide or ondansetron. Lomotil, proton pump inhibitors, H2 blockers and probiotics are helpful for diarrhea, gastric inflammation and bacterial overgrowth [45].

iii. Hypertension: hypertension might be present due to kidney affection and left ventricular hypertrophy. Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers are ideally given as they are also protective to kidneys. Renal dysfunction may ultimately need dialysis and renal transplantation.

iv. Cardiac abnormalities: cardiac abnormalities may advance to heart failure. Hypotension is most often seen in these patients. They may require heart transplantation.

6.3. New treatment options still in experimental stage:

The newer techniques for treatment of Fabrys disease which are in developmental stage are given below [46]

i. Enzyme replacement therapy with PRX 102 which is a copy alpha galactosidase enzyme produced and modified in plant cells.

ii. Gene therapy-by introduction of normal genetic material for production of the deficient enzyme.

iii. Substrate reduction therapy for blocking the formation of substrate Gb3 and therefore decreasing its concentration and accumulation in cells.

iv. Aplabetalone a selective bromodomain and extra-terminal (BET) inhibitor for regulation of disease-causing genes.

7. Prognosis

Life expectancy for individuals with Fabrys disease is considerably lesser with 58 years for males and 75 years for females compared to 75 and 80 years for general population in United States. The leading cause of death was found to be cardiovascular (50% of cases), cerebrovascular (12.5%) and renal (10.7%) disease [47].
8. Conclusion

Fabrys disease, though a rare disease, is associated with increased morbidity and mortality with decreased quality of life. The multisystem involvement including cardiac, renal and cerebrovascular disorder makes the individuals life quite miserable and debilitating unable to perform the normal day to day activities. More physician and patient education should be done to detect the cases early and initiate a suitable management therapy. Further, more research should be encouraged to uncover treatment therapies for improvement of well-being and reduction of debility of these people.
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